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QUESTION 1

In two OceanStor unified storage arrays configured with remote replication, the optimal path for remote replication data
transmission is: 

A. Host - "Linking Primary Array Controller -" Linking From Array Controller -> (Forwarding) Controller operating from a
LUN 

B. Host - "Primary LUN Controller -" (Forwarding) Primary Device Controller for Linking - "Link from the array controller 

C. Host - Primary LUN Controller -> (Forwarding) Link Primary Fabric Controller - "Linking From Array Controller -"Hair)
from LUn work controller 

D. Host - "Link-connected Primary Array Controller -" Link-connected slave array 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is not true about the Huawei OceanStor 18000 Smart Matrix architecture: 

A. scale-out: storage resources on-demand expansion, increase the engine to achieve performance, linear increase in
capacity 

B. Full Exchange: The use of PCIE1.0 full switching interconnect, providing sufficient switching bandwidth to meet the
stringent performance requirements 

C. Inherent Load Balancing: The controller is alive and well-balanced load sharing to improve storage resource
utilization 

D. Full redundancy: Redundancy of all components, intelligent switchover of component failures to meet 

stringent business continuity requirements 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Maintenance personnel discovered a storage fault indicator light. You log in to the management interface and found a
RAID group failure and replaced the hard disk. In this process, the maintenance personnel used the following basic
troubleshooting methods: 

A. Logical reasoning 

B. Phenomenon analysis method 

C. Replacement method 

D. Alarm Information Analysis 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

The Redhat Linux Enterprise 6 cp command is used to complete the operating system data migration. What steps are
needed to verify the transfer? (Multiple choice.) 

A. Check if the size of the migrated file is the same as the original data. 

B. Check if the number of documents corresponds to the original data 

C. Check if each file with read and write permissions corresponds to the original data 

D. Whether the time for reviewing the case file corresponds to the original data. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is incorrect regarding the Sompana oracle backup configuration? 

A. In the backup parameter settings "max open files" parameter defines the maximum number of files to be read in
parallel per channel, which is the RMAN MAXOPENFILES parameter 

B. "Command line backup" and "Log Backup" select the storage strategy for the database and archive logs, both need
to choose the same storage strategy 

C. The "data files per BFS" parameter in the backup parameter settings specifies the number of data files that can be
simultaneously written to the same Back Set number 

D. To achieve Oracle RAC table-level recovery, the backup parameter settings must be in the "option" tab check the
"enable table browse "option 

Correct Answer: B 
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